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UV TRIAD
A new era in research of the temporal variations of solar UV radiation
started on Nov. 7, 1978, with nearly daily measurements of the relative tem-
poral variations of the solar UV flux in the 160 - 400 nm wavelength range by
the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument on the NIMBUS7 satellite
(HEATH, 1980). Similar SBUV/2 monitors have been operating on NOAA9 since
April 1985 (DONNELLY, 1988b) and on NOAAII since Nov. 1988, and are scheduled
to fly on several more future NOAA satellites. The SBUV measurements form one
part of a triad that is providing a major improvement in our understanding of
solar UV flux variations.
The second part of the triad is the independent measurement of the solar
UV flux in the 115 - 305 nm range from the SME satellite starting in October
1981 (ROTTMAN et al., 1982), which is still operating. A similar instrument is
scheduled to fly on the UARS satellite in late 1991 as well as a SUSIM instru-
ment (VANHOOSIER et al., 1981). These instruments are optimized for solar
observations and include in-fllght calibrations and reference components that
are not routinely exposed to the space environment and solar UV radiation in
order to detect instrument drift in the components used to make the daily
measurements.
The triad% third part involves modeling the full-disk UV flux from spa-
tially resolved measurements of solar activity (LEAN et al., 1982). This com-
plements the corroborating measurements by providing a better physical under-
standing of why the UV variations have their observed temporal and wavelength
dependences. Currently, quite crude scaled data of plage areas, brightness and
location are used while an evolution toward more quantitative spatlally-scanned
data in the Ca K llne from ground-based observatories is in progress.
UV instruments flown in space usually have problems with instrumentation
drifts. Besides in-flight calibrations, rarely exposed referenc_ components,
occasional heating of some optical components to drive off surface contaminants
and stowing of optical components when not in use, two other approaches to
determine long-term variations are being used, namely: (I) relative photometry
to increase long-term relative precision, like the Mg II core-to-wing ratio
(HEATH and SCHLESINGER, 1986) and (2) shuttle-fllght measurements of the solar
UV spectral irradlance with excellent absolute flux accuracy using both SUSIM
and also Simon's UV section of the European Spacelab instrument (LABS et al.,
1987). These latter measurements are sometimes referred to as re-callbration
measurements for the satellite monitors; or the satellite measurements may be
viewed as providing the short-term (days, weeks) and intermediate-term (months)
relative variations in the vicinity of these shuttle flight measurements to aid
the interpretation of the long-term (years, solar cycle) changes.
SOLAR CYCLE VARIATIONS
Figure 1 shows several long-term trends during solar cycle 21. The mea-
surements of the total solar irradiance (S) show daily data where the narrow
lines extending 0. I to 0.2% below the longer-term trend are dips caused by
sunspot darkening and the long-term decline is interpreted as a decrese in
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Figure I. Solar cycle variations for the total irradiance, sunspot
number, Mg II and soft X-rays. The bottom three curves are
monthly values of annually smoothed data.
white-llght facula brightening. The measurementssuggestthat the long-term
maximumoccurseither in early 1979or beforethe measurementsstarted. Either
way, S peaksdistinctly before the cycle maximafor the other three curves.Schatten'smodelfor S(t) places the maximumfor Salmost two years earlier
than that for the sunspotnumber(R). His modelstressesthe importanceof the
high contrast for whlte-llght faculae at large solar central angles(60 - 90°)
andsuchlow contrast at small central angles(0 - 30°) that it is difficult to
observeor detect faculae near the center of the disk. Schatten's modelin-
cludes polar faculae, which have high central angles, contributing a peak
effect after solar minimum,during the fast rise andearly peakof his S(t)
model. Also, the butterfly diagramof solar activity showsthat regions tend
to emergeat higher solar latitudes early in the cycle (30°) and progress
toward the solar equator at the endof the cycle; sothe contrasts of facula
tend to behigher early in the cycle becausetheir solar central angles are
higher on averageduring their apparentpassageacross the solar disk. Con-
versely, sunspotshavetheir maximumdarkeningas seenat Earth whenthey are
at small solar central angles. Thusthe solar cycle dependenceof the active
latitudes coupledwith the white light contrasts for facula brightening and
sunspotdarkeningand foreshorteningof areas as a function of central angle
causethe peakof the solar cycle dependenceof S ro occur earlier than for
chromosphericand photosphericUVfluxes. Consideringthat the UVfluxes are
not a negligible portion of S(t), and that the UVflux peaks later in the
cycle, future revised modelsfor S(t) will probablynot peakquite as early as
the dashedcurvein Figure I. Nevertheless,S appearsto havea dull sawtooth
appearancewith a fast rise, early blunt peakandlong slow decaywith numerous
narrowcrackscausedby sunspotdarkening.
ThesunspotnumberR peaksin late 1979,abouttwoyearsearlier than the
UVflux; howeverR is strongly dominated by the number of groups of sunspots.
The number of sunspots, excluding the number of groups, peaks about two years
later than R and has a flatter peak (WILSON et al., 1987), which is more llke
the Mg II UV data in Figure I. The chromospheric and upper photospheric UV
flux variations caused by active regions are only weakly influenced by dark
sunspots, filaments, etc., and are dominated by bright plages, plage remnants
and numerous small active network features (LEAN et al., 1982). The solar
central angle dependence of these features, combining contrast and foreshorten-
ing, has a fairly flat peak at small central angles or at the center of the sun
viewed at Earth, dropping to about 40% near 60 ° and near zero at the llmb
(90o). This makes the solar UV flux at Earth slightly less sensitive to the
high latitude regions at the start of a new cycle but fairly insensitive to the
latitudes of the regions throughout the rest of the cycle. Note that the shape
of the solar cycle curve for the UV Mg II ratio is fairly flat in 1985 and
1986.
The soft X-ray flux has a much higher peak in late 1981 than its level in
late 1979 than do the UV fluxes observed by NIMBUS7 in the 170 - 300 nm range.
This implies the net emission measure of hot cornal plasma at T > 3 x 106 OK is
significantly higher in late 1981, which implies higher emission of the coronal
Fe XV llne at 284 A and Fe XVI line at 335 A in late 1981 than in late 1979.
RYBANSKI etal. (1988) showed that the Fe XIV green llne coronal index also has
a much higher long-term peak in late 1981 than in late 1979. Although AE-E
measurements of the Fe XV and XVI EUV lines in 1977-1980 were closely corre-
lated with the Ottawa 10.7 cm flux (FI0) during the early rise of solar cycle
21, these soft X-ray and green llne results imply the AE-E measurements signi-
ficantly missed the solar cycle peak fluxes for EUV coronal lines. FI0, which
will be shown below to have a solar cycle shape like that for the chromospheric
Mg II data, does not have a solar cycle shape like that for the coronal soft X-
ray flux and green llne; therefore, FIO does not represent well the temporal
shapeof solar cycle variations of coronal emissions. In Figure I, note the
low flat levels at solar cycle minimumfor the sof_ X-raysin 1975,1976, 1985
and1986,i. e. the hot coronal emission (T > 3xlO K) drops to negligible low
levels for abouttwoyearsat the solar cycle minimum.
Themainpurposeof Figure I is to illustrate that the solar cycle shape
of solar fluxes andactivity indices varies from an early peakin S(t) to much
later peaksin the UVflux andsoft X-rays. Secondly,the ratio of the maximum
flux to minimumis about0.1%for S(t), 7%for the UVMgII core-to-wingratio
to morethan85x's for the 1 - 8 A soft X-raysfor annuallysmoothedata.
Figure 2 showsdaily values of FI0 (the best of the currently available
ground-baseddaily measuresof solar activity), Lymanalpha flux (the best
measureof solar activity in the top of the chromosphereand base of the
transition region from the SMEsatellite) andthe combinedMgII core-to-wlng
ratio from the NIMBUS7andNOAA9satellites for solar cycle 21andthe rise of
cycle 22 (usedhere as being representative of the temporal shapeof the UV
flux variations in the 175 - 285 nm range, HEATHand SCHLESINGER,1986;
DONNELLY,1988b).Notice the very flat background(excluding the occasional
solar-rotational spike) in 1985and1986in FI0, a quite flat backgroundbut
with a little morecurvature in the MgII UVdata (with morenumeroushort-
term spikes), andthe evengreater long-termcurvaturein the Lymanalphadata.Sowesee minordifferences in the long-termvariations or shapeof the solar
cycle amongthesethree data sets. R(MgIIc/w)reached60%higher in Jan. 1989(not shown)than the highest values shownin mid 1988relative to the solar
minimumvaluesin Sept. 1986,which is alreadyas high as beingjust belowthe
annualaveragefor the peakof solar cycle 21. Soweexpectsolar cycle 22 to
haveas strong or stronger UVandEUVemissionas in cycle 21.
INTERMEDIATE-TERMVA IATIONS
Intermediate-term variations last from about 4 to 11monthsandmaybe
consideredto beof two types. Anexampleof the first type canbeseenin all
three data sets in Figure 2, peakingin early 1984andlasting about II months.
Other suchvariations are evident in 1982and1983. Theyare also present in
1978- 1981,but onemaywantto smoothout the solar rotational variations to
see themmoreclearly. Neglectingthe short-term variations, notice howsimi-
lar in temporalshapethe intermediate-termvariations are in these three data
sets andhowtheir amplituderelative to the solar cycle minimum-to-maximum
amplitudeis aboutthe same. Noticethat theseintermedite-termvariations are
veryweakor absentin FI0andquite weakin the MgII UVdata in 1985and 1986
during solar cycle minimumbut fairly strong throughout1978throughmid 1984.
Thesevariations are related to increasesanddecreasesin the numberof active
regionswherethe regionsare widely distributed in solar longitudeso that the
averageper rotation varies.
Figure 3 showsshort-term solar rotational variations anda mixtureof the
two types of intermediatevariations. Thesecondtype of intermediate varia-
tion involves a modulationof the solar-rotational amplitudesover a four to
nine monthinterval. For example,after the tick markedMay30, there is a
small rotational peak (at the time of a dip in S from sunspot darkening)
followed by two giant onesandthen three mediumsolar rotational peaks.That
train of peaksspacedfairly evenly in time is then followed by newpeaksat a
different phasein the solar rotation. Note that the giant peakin July is
partly so large becausethe amplitude of the rotational minimahasbeende-
creasingfor several rotations. Thetwo types of intermediate-termvariations
involve the samephysical processof the emergenceandevolution of groupsof
active regions; they are analogousto mathematicallyseparatingthe longitudi-
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Figure 2. Solar cycle 21 and the rise of cycle 22 for FI0, H Lyman
alpha, and R(Mgllc/w), first from NIMBUS7 and then from NOAA9
after Oct. 1986.
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Figure 3. The NIMBUS7 Mg II core-to-wlng ratio normalized to the
monthly average of Sept. 1986 at the solar cycle minimum.
nal distribution of activity into a rotational average value and the deviations
from the average. Sometimes two of the second type appear to form one of the
first type as follows. For example, an episode of major activity emerged In
August 1979. As the amplitudes of the rotational peaks rose and then decayed,
the amplitude of the rotational minima steadily rose. Another episode of major
activity then emerged in November 1979. While its rotational peaks rose and
then decayed, the rotational minima also rapidly decreased in amplitude. See
Figure 2. There is a tendency to think that rapid flux changes are only
related wlth the emergence of new activity and the influence of plage remnants
leads to slower decreases in flux. However, quite large decreases In flux do
occur from one rotation to the next probably due to a rapid decrease in the
rate of emergence of activity.
One difference in the two types of intermediate term variations Is that
for the second type, the amplitude modulation of the solar rotational varia-
tions caused by a major group of active regions, FI0 rises more rapidly, peaks
earlier and decays faster than for the UV fluxes (DONNELLY et al., 1983). For
example, Just above the dividing llne between NIMBUS7 and NOAA9 data in Figure
2, one sees an isolated peak in FI0 but several small subsequent solar rota-
tional variations In Mg II and Lyman alpha. In 1985 and 1986, there are fewer
solar-rotatlonal peaks in FI0 than in the UV data. Conversely, there is good
agreement for FI0, Lyman alpha and Mg II In the slze and shape of the first
type of intermedlate-term variation relative to the solar-cycle amplitude.
So far, research of the atmospheric effects of solar UV variations has
concentrated on the short-term variations because they were the first data
available, the consequent effects in ozone and temperature could be clearly
identified In stratospheric measurements, and interesting complications between
the early model results and the observed effects were discovered. Analysis of
these Intermedlate-term variations will likely be the next area of active
research, although CHANDRA (1989) has shown it will be difficult to identify
their stratospheric effects. Note that their durations vary significantly from
one to another in Figure 2, i. e. they are not a simple periodicity.
SHORT-TERM VARIATIONS
Solar UV fluxes vary over days to weeks due to the evolution of active
regions and the strong modulation caused by the combination of solar rotation
and the strong decrease in UV flux emission with increasing solar central angle
for the location of the region as viewed from Earth. The solar rotation
modulation causes the tlme series in Figure 3 to be full of narrow peaks. The
fact that no two of these peaks are of equal amplitude or are identical in
relative shape Is a consequence of the combined effects of the temporal evolu-
tion of several active regions. Note that the amplitude of these short-term
variations are quite large, frequently about as large as half the smoothed
solar cycle increase. See Figure 2. The amplitude of the giant solar-rota-
tional variation in the center of Figure 3 is more than 80% of the smoothed
solar cycle amplitude. Figure 3 shows weak 13-day periodicity (two peaks per
rotation) mixed with 27-day periodicity in March and April 1982, and in Dec.
1982 and Jan. 1983, which is a common occurrence in UV fluxes.
The short-term variations differ significantly in FIO relative to those in
the UV flux, e. g. the lack of 13-day periodicity in FI0, the faster rise,
earlier peak and quicker decay in FI0 of episodes of 27-day solar rotational
variations caused by major groups of active regions (DONNELLY etal., 1983), a
larger half-maximum width of the 27-day solar rotational variations for FI0,
and the larger amplitude of the short-term variations relative to the smoothed
solar cycle amplitude in FI0 (DONNELLY, 1987). Some authors refer to a good
agreement between FI0 and UV fluxes while others emphasize the disagreements;
the former are usually refering to comparisons of long-term variations and the
latter to short-term variations.
Mg II CORE-TO-WING RATIO
The short-term variations of the solar UV flux within the 175 - 285 nm
range have been shown to be highly uniform in temporal shape, although the
percentage amplitude varies with wavelength (HEATH and SCHLESlNGER, 1986;
DONNELLY, 1988b). This uniformity is Interpreted to be caused by the solar
central angle dependence of active region emission and the strength of one
region relative to another as a function of time being uniform over this
wavelength range because the source regions are essentially the same. This
uniformity does not extend to all wavelengths, which is drastically evident in
Figure I. But within this limited wavelength range, the uniformity of souce
regions and emission and absorption mechanisms suggests that the intermediate
and long-term variations also have uniform temporal shapes, which is the as-
sumption used when applying the Mg II core-to-wlng ratio to estimate the long-
term variations of the UV flux within the 175 - 285 nm range. Indeed, in the
cases of FI0 and Lyman alpha, where large and small differences, respectively,
are known to occur for short-term variations with respect to the UV flux within
the 175 - 285 nm range, the long- and Intermedlate-term variations for both FI0
and Lyman alpha are fairly similar to those of the Mg II llne in Figure 2.
GROUND-BASED MEASURES OF SOLAR ACTIVITY
The correlation coefficient for the NIMBUS7 or NOAA9 Mg II core-to-wlng
ratio with respect to the Ca K IA index is about 0.98. It appears to be the
best ground-based measure for estimating solar UV fluxes. Unfortunately, it is
not available daily. The He 1 10830 A data is probably not as closely related
to the UV flux variations, but it is available almost daily and will be useful
for occasionally estimating UV fluxes missing in the satellite measurements.
FI0 is useful for estimating the short-term variations of coronal EUV fluxes.
For chromospheric EUV fluxes and chromospheric and upper photospheric UV
fluxes, FIO Is helpful for long-term and Intermediate-term variations, but not
for short-term variations. Figure 1 show that sunspot numbers are not very
useful for estimating UV flux variations. The calcium plage index is helpful
only for short-term variations; It fails for intermediate- and long-term varla,
tions because of numerous small bright features not included in the scaled data
that are important for the UV flux. Digitized raster-scans of the solar disk
in the Ca-K llne should overcome the shortcomings in the older plage inde_
CONCLUSIONS
Twentyyearsago,weknewthe generalspectral shapeof solar UVfluxes but not
muchabouttheir temporalvariations. Today,several satellites provide daily
solar UVmeasurementsandbetter instrumentswill soonbe flown. (It is amaz-
ing there are no monitoringmeasurementsof the solar EUVflux below115nm!)
Short-termvariations are very well measuredandfairly well modelled. Inter-
mediate-termvariations are the next active area for intercomparingdifferent
satellite measurements,modelingthe UVfluxes and researchingtheir strato-
sphericeffects.
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